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Description

JSC MDS Terasos is a company that specializes in the wholesale and retail trade of products for the installation
and maintenance of terraces. We sell screw foundations, terrace wood, terrace fastening elements, outdoor
and indoor terrace care products, and various accessories and tools. We represent well-known and trusted
brands, including CAMO Fasteners, WOCA Denmark, Eterno Ivica, Expandet, and the screw foundation factory.
We are an official distributor, so you can buy goods from global manufacturers in larger quantities and at a
better price directly from our warehouses. We have everything you need to put in a terrace! We work
productively with designers and architects across Europe and offer: optimal deals on goods and services; long-
term cooperation; loyalty programs; goods at wholesale prices; order logistics coordination. Our long-term
partners include contractors in various fields of construction who we work with as a cohesive team. We install
various-sized terraces throughout Lithuania and beyond. Are you a construction company representative
looking for a reliable wholesaler of terrace materials? Become one of our corporate customers and enjoy:
individual consultations and offers; exclusive partnership conditions; quality long-term cooperation;
guaranteed product quality and supply. For owners of online and physical finishing, construction goods and
exterior stores, we offer: a wide range of specialized goods for terraces; high quality products directly from the
warehouse; goods at wholesale prices; fast and convenient ordering by phone or e-mail; ongoing
replenishment of goods.

Business Line

Specializes in the wholesale and retail trade of products for the installation and maintenance of terraces.

List of products

Screw foundations, terrace wood, terrace fastening elements, outdoor and indoor terrace care products.
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